Join us at World Procurement Congress 2019
You’ll be part of a prestigious group of senior procurement executives. For a taste of the procurement masterminds you’ll be networking with, see below for a breakdown of the confirmed attendees so far:

**Attendees by the numbers**
- 520+ Procurement executives in attendance
- 225+ Unique companies represented
- 39 Different countries represented

**Attendees by seniority**
- CPO - 24%
- VP / SVP - 11%
- Director - 25%
- Head of - 25%
- Manager - 22%

24% of attendees have CPO titles

**Attendees by role**
- **Visionaries** - those leading the function, mapping the long-term goal
- **Influencers** - those creating the blueprint for strategic delivery
- **Achievers** - those tackling the pragmatics of implementation

- 35%
- 43%
- 22%

**Top 5 industries represented**
1. Consumer Goods
2. Business Services
3. Primary Industries
4. Technology & Telecoms
5. Financial Services

**Key companies represented**